
Quilted Tote Bag with a Zipper Closure – Carol Wilhoit 
ONLINE Class Supply List and Preparation Instructions 

If you have questions about the preparation, email Carol Wilhoit at carolquilts123@gmail.com 
 
 
Make an attractive quilted tote to securely carry books, papers or needlework, with the contents safely 
zipped inside.  This bag is easy to construct, so after you have made one for yourself, you’ll want to make 
several more to give as holiday gifts!   
 
This is an online class, and you will connect to the class from your own home. You will need a computer 
or other device with internet capability so that you can connect to the class via a Zoom link that will be 
provided prior to class.  Project instructions will be emailed at the same time. 
 
I encourage you to cut your fabric pieces before of the class so that you will have more sewing time in 
class. 
 
Fabric and Zipper 

• Outer fabric – ½ yard (See Note below about directional fabrics) 
• Lining – ½ yard           
• Contrast for handles, horizontal border and bottom – ½ yard 
• Zipper – 20” or longer  

o The zipper should be polyester (not metal) as it will be cut.  A longer zipper is fine. 
 
Other Supplies  

• Décor Bond 809:  ¾ yard (Décor Bond 809 is a heavy nonwoven fusible interfacing) 
• Batting: two pieces at least 20” square  
• Thread:  color to coordinate with your fabrics.  Some stitching will show. 

 
TOOLS 
• Sewing machine in good working order 

o Be sure that you know how to operate your machine, as the class will focus on making the 
zipper bags rather than on machine operation. 

o Be sure to have the foot pedal, cord and bobbins for the machine. 
o Have all of the feet for your machine accessible.  For this project, you may want to use an all-

purpose foot, quarter inch foot, walking foot, free motion quilting foot, edgestitch (or stitch-in-
the-ditch) foot and zipper foot. 

• Basic sewing supplies (scissors, pins, machine needles, bobbins, seam ripper, safety pins, scissors, 
tape measure, etc.) 

• Rotary cutter with a sharp blade, cutting mat 
• Quilters’ rulers:  You will need a 24” long ruler.  A large square ruler (at least 18” square) is useful but 

not essential.   
• Point turner, such as a bone folder or other object with a rounded point 
• Iron and ironing board 
• Optional but helpful:  Wonder Clips or small binder clips (6 - 8 will be adequate) 
• You may want masking tape, painters tape or a washout marker to mark lines for quilting. 
 
NOTE about directional fabrics:  Some fabrics have a directional design with a definite top and a definite 
bottom.  Examples are fabric with trees that have all the trunks pointing down towards the same edge of 
the fabric, or people all standing with their feet pointing to the same edge of the fabric.  Directional fabrics 
are fine for the tote bag Main fabric (see cutting details below).  For the other fabrics, I recommend 
against directional fabrics for class use so that you don’t inadvertently end up with people or trees that are 
on their sides or upside down.   

 
 



PREPARATION BEFORE CLASS 
 
You will be able to spend more time sewing in class if you do the following cutting in advance.  Be 
sure to label the fabrics.   
 
CUTTING 

• Main fabric:  Cut the following: 
o Two pieces 11" x 18" 
o Two pieces 5 ½” x 18” 
o One piece 1¼” x 4” 
o One piece 1” x 5”. 

• Contrast:   Cut the following: 
o Handles [Cut two pieces 4" x 34"] 
o Bottom [Cut two pieces 2 ½" x 18"] 
o Horizontal Contrast Strip [Cut two pieces 5 ½" x 18"] 

• Lining:  Cut two pieces 18" x 18" 
• Batting:  Cut two pieces 18" x 18" 
• Decor Bond:  Cut two pieces 18" x 18" and two pieces 1 7/8” x 34” 

 
DIRECTIONAL FABRICS:  If you are using a directional fabric for the tote bag (see earlier NOTE), you 
need to be careful that the design is correctly oriented before you cut.   
• For the Main fabric:  The tote bag panel will be 18” wide when it is pieced.   

o The 11” x 18” fabric will be placed in the bag in a “landscape” manner.  The piece is 11” tall 
and 18” wide.   

o The 5 ½” x 18” fabric will be placed in the bag in a “landscape” manner.  The piece is 5 ½” tall 
and 18” wide.  The horizontal contrast strip will cover up the lower half of this piece of fabric. 

• For the Contrast fabric:  I recommend against a directional fabric.  The following details may help you 
plan if you are using a stripe as the contrast. 

o The 4” x 34” pieces are for handles.  The finished handle will be 1” wide and 34” long. 
o The 2 ½" x 18" pieces are for the bottom of the bag.  The 18” edge will run horizontally across 

the bottom of the bag. 
o The 5 ½" x 18" pieces are for the contrast band.  The 18” side will run horizontally across the 

bag.  The fabric will be folded in half, so the finished piece is 2 ½” wide. 
 


